## STAYING HEALTHY

### Across
1. Pop subgenre
2. Political theory associated with Hobbes and Locke
3. Fight heatedly
4. Conjunction in the Postal Service creed
5. Bank customer, at times
6. Emulate Earhart
7. It doesn't go off well
8. "Can I leave now?"
9. Professional focused on providing support and resources for those in need
11. Sleep aid
12. Skin: Suffix
13. "Stat!"
14. Hindu teacher
15. "Little Women" author
16. "Stay ___"
17. ___ Hari
18. Slaughter who wrote "Pretty Girls"
19. They cover more than hijabs
20. Opps ___
21. Cool and modern
22. What we are all practicing these days... and a hint to four (well-spaced!) squares in this puzzle
23. "___ Just Seen a Face" (Beatles tune)
24. Day after hump day: Abbr.
25. Radar reading
26. Bicycle or kayak, usually
27. Labels anew
28. Revealers
29. Prime rating org.
30. Distinguished
31. Spectrum and Xfinity, in brief
32. Appoints to a new position, say
33. Etiquette, deportment and the like
34. Tendency to bungle things
35. Sign of balance?
36. Day after hump day: Abbr.
37. Pillagers
38. Cool and modern
39. Inker's artwork
40. Org. with millimeter wave scanners
41. In need of a back rub, say
42. Bob ___ Disney C.E.O. who recently stepped down
43. Admirably
44. Winery fixture
45. Part of some showers
46. "The Accidental Tourist" author
47. "We'll teach you to drink deep ___ you depart": Hamlet
48. Twitter, e.g.
49. Lost deliberately
50. Green lights
51. "Can I leave now?"
52. Laissez-faire doctrine
54. ___ Hari
55. Slaughter who wrote "Pretty Girls"
56. They cover more than hijabs
57. Cool and modern
58. What we are all practicing these days... and a hint to four (well-spaced!) squares in this puzzle
59. "___ Just Seen a Face" (Beatles tune)
60. Day after hump day: Abbr.
61. Radar reading
62. Bicycle or kayak, usually
63. Labels anew
64. Revealers
65. Prime rating org.
66. Distinguished
67. Spectrum and Xfinity, in brief
68. Appoints to a new position, say
69. Etiquette, deportment and the like
70. Tendency to bungle things
71. Sign of balance?
72. Day after hump day: Abbr.
73. Pillagers
74. Cool and modern
75. Inker's artwork
76. Org. with millimeter wave scanners
77. In need of a back rub, say
78. Bob ___ Disney C.E.O. who recently stepped down
79. Admirably
80. Winery fixture
81. Part of some showers
82. "The Accidental Tourist" author
83. "We'll teach you to drink deep ___ you depart": Hamlet
84. Twitter, e.g.
85. Lost deliberately
86. Green lights
87. "Can I leave now?"
88. Laissez-faire doctrine
89. Near a ship: Abbr.
90. Slaughter who wrote "Pretty Girls"
91. They cover more than hijabs
92. Cool and modern
93. Inker's artwork
94. Org. with millimeter wave scanners
95. In need of a back rub, say
96. Bob ___ Disney C.E.O. who recently stepped down
97. Admirably
98. Winery fixture
99. Part of some showers
100. "The Accidental Tourist" author
101. "We'll teach you to drink deep ___ you depart": Hamlet
102. Twitter, e.g.
103. Lost deliberately
104. Green lights
105. "Can I leave now?"
106. Laissez-faire doctrine
108. Slaughter who wrote "Pretty Girls"
109. They cover more than hijabs
110. Cool and modern
111. Inker's artwork
112. Org. with millimeter wave scanners
113. In need of a back rub, say
114. Bob ___ Disney C.E.O. who recently stepped down
115. Admirably
116. Winery fixture
117. Part of some showers
118. "The Accidental Tourist" author
119. "We'll teach you to drink deep ___ you depart": Hamlet
120. Twitter, e.g.
121. Lost deliberately
122. Green lights
123. "Can I leave now?"
124. Laissez-faire doctrine

### Down
1. Goal
2. Scope and Act
3. Look out for friends at the bar?
4. Laissez-faire doctrine
5. Michael of "Superbad"
6. Sight at an unpopular restaurant
7. Parent's emphatic order
8. China's Mao ___-tung
9. Hitchhiker's hope
10. "This is not ___" (warning to kids)
11. Kurver kreme order
12. Onetime HBO series set in post-Katrina New Orleans
13. Stare (at)
14. Lacto-___ vegetarian
15. Front spoiler on a car
16. Suffers a blow
17. Repetitious, as an algorithm or cable news program
18. Major school assignment
19. History, civics and so on
20. Blood-related
21. Bit of sound equipment
22. "You should know better"
23. Give the slip
24. Bitterly pungent
25. Green lights
26. Flashing lights
27. Girls"
28. "Stat!"
29. "Little Women" author
30. Slaughter who wrote "Pretty Girls"
31. They cover more than hijabs
32. Cool and modern
33. Inker's artwork
34. Org. with millimeter wave scanners
35. In need of a back rub, say
36. Bob ___ Disney C.E.O. who recently stepped down
37. Admirably
38. Winery fixture
39. Part of some showers
40. "The Accidental Tourist" author
41. "We'll teach you to drink deep ___ you depart": Hamlet
42. Twitter, e.g.
43. Lost deliberately
44. Green lights
45. "Can I leave now?"
46. Laissez-faire doctrine
47. Near a ship: Abbr.
48. Slaughter who wrote "Pretty Girls"
49. They cover more than hijabs
50. Cool and modern
51. Inker's artwork
52. Org. with millimeter wave scanners
53. In need of a back rub, say
54. Bob ___ Disney C.E.O. who recently stepped down
55. Admirably
56. Winery fixture
57. Part of some showers
58. "The Accidental Tourist" author
59. "We'll teach you to drink deep ___ you depart": Hamlet
60. Twitter, e.g.